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Ringtone notification sounds wrong

I first noticed this to the point where my OG XL was upgraded to a pie, but this seems to have become the rule on my 3 XL. Any app with built-in notification sound (i.e. an app that you can't change/choose in app settings) - Facebook, ESPN, Life360, etc. - seems to have to use the default notification sound. Now I constantly have to look at my phone to see
which app notifies me of that. I'm stumped as a way to get around this. Any ideas? Page 2Posted 2 years ago 19 comments Changing Android sounds notification easily. Leaving notification sounds to the default option can cause confusion. Save time on the screen and don't risk missing an important message by tuned notification sounds. You can change
the sounds of notifications for text messages, calls, emails, social media, and almost any app on your smartphone. The instructions in this article apply to Android 10, 9.0 (Pie) and 8.0 (Oreo). Notification sounds are just one of many ways to customize your Android, and each version of Android improves the process. Your Android has settings for the default
notification sound for all apps; You can also change the sounds of the app behind the app. Here's how to change the default sound, and how to change the sounds of notifications for Android Messages, Gmail, and phone app. Open contacts, click on the name, click on the menu of three points, click Set the melody, choose the desired ringtone from the list
that appears, and then click Save. Open settings. Click Apps and Notifications. Click Notifications. Scroll to the bottom of the screen and click Advanced. Tap the default notification sound. You can then view the melody page, which is divided into categories including My Sounds, Pixel Sounds, Classical Harmonies and others. At the top, he says the current
default. In this case, it's called Chime--Pixel Sounds. If you use a non-pixel phone your ringtone options will be different. You can also change the sound of notifications in popular Android apps including Messages, Gmail and the Phone app. If you get a lot of notifications and want to know without looking that this is a new text message, you can change the
sound of the notification easily. You can use your own sound or any of the sounds that come pre-loaded on your Android smartphone. Here's how to change the sound of notifications in the Android Messages app. Open the Android Messages app. Click on the three-volume menu in the top right version. Click Settings. Click Notifications. Scroll down to the
other. Click by default. Click Advanced. Click Sound. If you don't see these menu options, look for other notifications for zgt; Sound. You'll see the same settings as the one above for the default global sound. Getting a lot of emails? You can change the sound of notifications for any email address or a G Suite that syncs with your smartphone. So you know by
sound if you have a new letter and whether it is personal or work related. Here's how to change the sound of the notification in the Gmail app. Open the Gmail app. Click on the burger menu. Scroll down and click Settings. Settings. your email address. You can change the notification sounds for each email address you synced on your phone. Click
Management Notifications. Click Advanced's sound. Choose one of the options available. Android smartphones from the same manufacturer such as Google or Samsung tend to have the same default ringtone. So when multiple Google Pixel owners are in the same room, no one knows who's calling unless they've changed by default. Here's how to do it.
Open Phone app. Click on the three-volume menu in the top right version. Click Settings. Tap Sounds and Vibrations. Tap the phone ringtone. Choose one of the options available. There are two ways to get custom sounds for your Android: downloading them from the app or creating your own. One popular app called Seege, which has thousands of free
notification sounds and melodies in all kinds of categories (music genres, sound effects, etc.). You can create and install custom tunes directly from the app. You can also create custom sound from your favorite song or movie line, for example. In this case, you will need to use an Android file manager to add a ringtone to your smartphone. Here's how to
manually add custom sound to your settings. Go to the app settings and notifications to the notifications. Scroll down and tap The Advanced's sound notifications by default. Tap my sounds. Click on the button (plus sign). Find and choose a custom sound. Your new ringtone should appear on the list of available tunes on the My Sounds menu. Thank you for
letting us know! Tell us why! I haven't changed the ringtone for my calls or notifications since the T-Mobile update to Android 10. Earlier this week I went to change my default notification and continued to get the wrong type of file error, please select again. It did this for every sound mp3 I chose and they all worked before, so I know there is nothing wrong with
the file. I then tried the same thing with the default ringtone and got the same bug. I can play mp3 without problems through the player's mp3 app. The only sound format that seems to work for notifications and melodies is if I use a wave file. Has anyone else seen this happening on their phone? You can try to clear the phone's cache. There are apps that can
do this. Beyond that.... back up data, calls and everything else in the Samsung cloud. And reset the phone. Then let's see if he still does it. If after the reset it still does so I would reflash it with the newest stock ROM. Sent from my SM-N960U1 using Tapatalk I had this exact same problem. I had to strip all the tags from the mp3 files and put them in the
notification folders or tunes. As soon as I did that, they showed up. built-in media builder, and worked while using esExplorer to install a ringtone or notification. tries to change my txt notification sounds and every time I do and hit apply it says it's changed but when I get txt it's still old old and it's annoying. Does anyone know how to fix it? Posted via Android
Central App 08-05-2013 04:46 PM Like 0 you use the default text messaging app, or one downloaded from the app store? If you have another messaging app, they may contradict each other. 08-05-2013 05:37 PM Like 0 Where exactly are you trying to change the sound? If you change the 'Notification' sound under the 'Personalize' section in the main
settings, you're looking in the wrong place. To change the sound of a text message notification, you need to change it from the text message app itself. Open the messaging app and then open the settings menu (you'll find it at the bottom of the menu, open by three dots in the top right corner). In the Settings Notifications section, you'll find the right place to
change the sound of a text message notification. This is provided that you are using the default message app. If you use another txt app and most messages, you'll probably find settings that you need in a different but similar location. Published through Android Central App Spikman56, Stepneydragon and jOda Popcan like this. 08-05-2013 05:42 PM How 3
Thank you s a lot!! Got it figured out now! Sent from my HTC One via Tapatalk 2 08-05-2013 07:00 PM As 0 No 01-19-2014 07:27 PM Like 0 tried through the message app and still can not change it tried to restart the phone and waiting for text from a friend, not working aarrgh 01-22-2014 05:28 PM Like 0 tried through the messaging app and still can not
change his screenshot please. 01-22-2014 05:35 PM Like 0 Handcent is a free text messaging app, you can set individual notification sounds with it. There is also handcent emojis for free to add. Published via Android Central App 01-25-2014 08:32 PM Like 0 The same problem here: notification sounds won't change after the selection differs from the sound
selector in the Twitter Android master configuration app for the active user. And the preset sound of sound damn loud and annoying. Has anyone figured out how to do this or any hope on getting Twitter to fix this skull with a mistake? I filed an error report today on twitter in the account reference. I'd reinstall the app, but I'm not sure what would solve this
problem or not, and I don't want to risk losing all my settings, such as star users, whose updates I want to get instantly. By the way, some of these thweets are being missed, a problem that twitter is already aware of. And searching damn slow now, I even wait more than 30 seconds every time a year ago it was lightning fast. Also, not all messages are
displayed to the user if I manually force the update out of the app by pulling the screen down. And the lists have a similar problem: not updated properly and such. I think they are moving to noS'L-based probability database system due to the large number of accumulated tweets over the years, and at the same time too scrooge on hardware resources. I hope
they will change this terrible policy, especially after the introduction of advertising, which should give them some kind of sustainable source of income to address investments in HR and infrastructure. Otherwise, Twitter will go back in time, while we all users go to the next Google or whatever... 06-01-2015 07:24 as 0 I have the same problem. I go into the
settings and change the ringtone, but the default default notification ringtone ... That's not going to change to what I choose. I would like to reiterate that I am not talking about the text messages I am talking about notifications in the Twitter app. Posted via Android Central App 10-30-2015 10:27 PM Like 0 I have the same problem if someone has a fix, please
let me know. Twitter on AT'T Samsung Galaxy Note 5. Published via Android Central App 11-09-2015 09:35 PM Like 0 hello, on htc one m8 if you've made messages/.../settings/notifications/notification sound, clicked applied only to find that the sound is still on the distance by default, the default is that you need to give the message app permission to access
storage. to do this, go to the basic settings page, and then go to the apps. Find the resolution bit, click on that then tick the tick box. Now you should be able to set the notification in the right tone and it will stick. its annoying that m8 doesn't at least exit the error message saying why it hasn't changed the tone 06-02-2016 01:33 PM 1 If You Are You Sedge is
free, it lets you change the ringtone/notification/alarm sound right out of the app and then you don't have to deal with shady htc settings. It shows actually, too, that your ringtone has been updated when you go to the settings. You can also change your ringtone directly from the music app (not Google play music, just a regular music app) if you have mp3s
downloaded that will work for your ringtone. Hello, good luck. 08-11-2016 11:46 AM Like 0 I use the Sage and my tone notifications will not change and stuck on the same tone. Both the app and phone show it as changed but it still plays the same thing. I tried to delete the app. Removing this tone. It still won't change. 08-28-2016 06:06 PM Like 0 Thanks for
that, it was the only thing I didn't think about trying! Now after a few months of my notification being Delilah and too damn quiet now I have a normal loud text notification again and the job can finally wake up my az when I'm on call! You're the star of Marnava! 10-23-2016 08:47 PM Like 0 hello, on htc one m8 if you made messages
/.../settings/notifications/notification sound, then changed the sound notification, clicked applied only to find that the sound is still on the dal and default, it is possible that you need to give the message app permission to access storage. to do this, go to the basic settings page, and then go to the apps. Find the resolution bit, click on that then tick the tick box.
Now you should be able to set the notification in the right tone and it will stick. its annoying that the m8 doesn't at least exit the error message saying why it hasn't changed the tone of Thank you so much, you just solved my annoying little problem. My phone came up with two permission notifications yesterday, so it made sense, a mental note, not taking
things around without putting on glasses and checking  12-03-2016 08:47 PM Like 0 Excellent @martnava, it was exactly my problem with multiple apps where I couldn't change the sound notifications. I made several visits to the local att offices to no avail (they kept saying that my phone has a defective antenna, WTH?). Anyway, this security setup was
my problem, thank you! 12-09-2016 03:34 PM Like 0 I solved this problem using Samsung's messaging app (yellow), as opposed to using the verizon app (red). I hope so. helps some ppl.... 02-15-2017 08:06 PM As 0 I spent days trying to solve this on my Galaxy Note 5. He even rebuilt his phone. I finally fixed it by destroying 'File Commander' and 'ES File
Explorer' these apps didn't allow me to select the default ringtones or notification sounds. Once deleted, the standard Android file explorer allows you to choose built-in sounds and mp3 tunes. 02-17-2017 05:19 PM Like 0 hello, on htc one m8 if you made messages/.../settings/notifications/notification sound, then changed the sound notification, clicked
applied only to find that the sound is still on the dali default, it may be that you need to give the message app permission to access storage. to do this, go to the basic settings page, and then go to the apps. Find the resolution bit, click on that then tick the tick box. Now you should be able to set the notification in the right tone and it will stick. its annoying that
the m8 doesn't at least exit the error message saying why it hasn't changed the tone of this problem has been winding me up for a few weeks I love you and I want your kids! Thank you very much 04-23-2017 11:47 AM Like 0 I went and reset all my settings, then went to contacts and edit. saw more and the sound notifications have clicked zedge only once,
and it seemed the work could change them all now in my messaging app 10-06-2017 05:22 PM Like 0 I had the same problem with my calendar notification sound suddenly changing one tone at a time and won't change to anything else. Atzt tried my best through a screen exchange session, I reset the app settings, did a soft reboot, tried safe mode, etc.
Vuala, able to fix all the sounds again. 10-19-2017 01:20 PM Like 0 I had the same problem with my calendar notification sound suddenly changing one tone at a time and won't change to anything else. Atzt tried my best through a screen exchange session, I reset the app settings, did a soft reboot, tried safe mode, etc. It. Vuala, able to fix all the sounds
again. I use the Motorola Droid Turbo XT 1254. Every time I try to change my custom notification tones it changes the tone of the stock notification for the whole phone and and can't personalize it at all. I've tried a few text apps, made a reset plant, and still get the same result. 11-20-2017 06:51 PM AS 0 0
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